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“When you can’t meet face-to-face”
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Product Updates
Confer NET
In a study by In-Stat, analyst David Lemelin
predicts that by 2011 at least two-thirds of US
businesses will be VoIP subscribers 1 . This is a
prime example of how Forum Communications
is on the cutting edge of technology. Forum’s
Confer NET is a SIP Conference server that
enables
voice
conferencing.
Multiple
conferences can co-exist on the Confer NET
with accessibility through an auto attendant. One
Conference server can be shared across
multiple global workgroups. Deploying a Confer
NET can save businesses significant costs over
traditional network based conferencing services.

Confer SE

Lowering Costs
Confer NET eliminates the need for an
expensive conferencing service.
Monthly
recurring costs are eliminated with low cost
system that practically manages itself.
Affordable, adaptable, easy to use, Confer NET
offers a collection of characteristics that
accelerates the adoption of SIP as global
standard.
SIP Based Conference Server
The Confer NET is a full featured, low-cost
Voice over IP conference server designed for
businesses that either have or are planning to
deploy VOIP communications.
Connected over 10Base–T structured wiring, the
Confer NET allows voice conferencing of up to
25 participants in one or more simultaneous call
clusters.
The Confer NET’s robust features include
conference scheduling, e-mail notifications,
meet-me conferences, automatic dial-out to
participants, locking/recording a conference, as
well as web based conference creation wizard
and user friendly administration.
Who Benefits from it?
Organizations of all types and sizes enjoy the
benefit of incorporating audio conferencing into
corporate communications processes.

Small to Medium Size Business (SME) have to
monitor cost. One way to reduce cost is Forum’s
Confer SE. It provides a streamlined package
for reliable, affordable, Confer “meet-me”
conferencing technology. Installation is plug and
play using analog ports (amphenol connector or
T1 interface is optional).
•

Network Crossover Cable is supplied for
initial setup.

•

Utilize straight through cable for network
connection and operation.

•

Administrator, Moderator and User Monitor
Screens

Having a Confer SE on-site at your premises
puts you in control of your conferences restrict
access to conferences with programmable
conference room entry codes
•

change them before each new conference
starts

•

up to 15 digits long

•

keep unwanted
conferences

callers

•

assign PINs
conference

identify

to

out

of

your

attendees

in

What is audio conferencing?
Telephony communications that allow a number
of people to be linked together through a
telephone call wherever they are geographically
scattered.
Why audio conferencing?
Timely information delivered in real time,
bringing people and ideas together rapidly
without any boundaries.
How is it done?
As easy as picking up a telephone and dialing a
number and providing a conference room
number.
Delivers the easiest and most cost effective way
to communicate and collaborate among
employees, customers, suppliers and partners,
faculty and students, doctors and patients.
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If you did not get a chance to visit our booth during 2007 ITEC and missed out on the fabulous
opportunity to learn more about our products join us for a free Webinar on July 22, 2007 at 10:00 am
CNT. Our guest speaker will be Neal Jabara and Todd Zimmermann. They have over thirty years of
combined experience in the telecommunication’s sector.

Study: Companies like variety in their VOIP systems

http://www.computerworld.com.au/index.php/id;1262156163;fp;4194304;fpid;1

Since the onset of the Internet instant communication – across the continents and zones – has become
the key to customer service, differentiating your business from your competitors. Time is a commodity
that can not be purchased or regained. Decreasing traveling can reduce Enterprises cost and most
importantly save time.
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